Nonoxidative methane dehydroaromatization (MDA: 6CH 4 ↔ C 6 H 6 + 9H 2 ) using shape-selective Mo/zeolite catalysts is a key technology for exploitation of stranded natural gas reserves by direct conversion into transportable liquids. However, this reaction faces two major issues: The one-pass conversion is limited by thermodynamics, and the catalyst deactivates quickly through kinetically favored formation of coke. We show that integration of an electrochemical BaZrO 3 -based membrane exhibiting both proton and oxide ion conductivity into an MDA reactor gives rise to high aromatic yields and improved catalyst stability. These effects originate from the simultaneous extraction of hydrogen and distributed injection of oxide ions along the reactor length. Further, we demonstrate that the electrochemical co-ionic membrane reactor enables high carbon efficiencies (up to 80%) that improve the technoeconomic process viability.
N atural gas constitutes a large and relatively clean fraction of fossil hydrocarbon resources, but the high capital cost of multistage industrial conversion via synthesis gas (i.e., syngas, a mixture of H 2 and CO) leaves much of it stranded. Nonoxidative methane (CH 4 ) dehydroaromatization (MDA) is a promising catalytic route that directly converts natural gas into valued petrochemicals such as benzene. The MDA reaction is conventionally run at~700°C in the presence of bifunctional catalysts comprising carbided molybdenum nanoclusters dispersed in acidic shape-selective zeolites such as ZSM-5 and MCM-22 (1) . The process suffers from two major hurdles that challenge its further development and industrial implementation: The per-pass conversion is limited by thermodynamics, and the catalyst activity rapidly drops with time on stream because of the accumulation of polyaromatic-type coke on the external zeolite surface that impedes the access to internal active sites (2, 3) .
Attempts to overcome thermodynamic limitations by selective removal of the coproduct H 2 from the reactor using, for instance, Pd-type (4) or ceramic (La 5.5 W 0.6 Mo 0.4 O 11.25-d ) (5) membranes were limited by enhanced coke formation that accelerated catalyst decay. Strategies based on fine-tuning the zeolite acidity and porosity and cofeeding small amounts of CO 2 , CO, H 2 , and H 2 O with CH 4 were applied to stabilize the catalyst by restraining the production of coke, but with limited success (2, 6, 7) .
Recently, a direct nonoxidative CH 4 conversion path on single-iron sites embedded in a silica matrix with negligible coke formation and high stability has been reported (8) . However, this reaction requires very harsh conditions (950°C) and produces ethylene (rather than liquids) as the major product, with selectivity of~55%.
Here we present an approach to circumvent the current limitations of the MDA reaction by integrating an ion-conducting membrane into the reactor. We report an innovative catalytic membrane reactor (CMR) for intensification of the MDA process that resulted in high and prolonged aromatic yields. In addition, a high-purity H 2 stream is produced during CMR operation. The CMR is driven by a tailored co-ionic membrane that enables fast and accurate simultaneous control of H 2 extraction and injection of oxygen species along the catalyst bed (Fig. 1A) . The concerted action of both functions leads to marked gains in aromatics yield and catalyst stability and, consequently, in the viability of MDA technology.
The electrolyte of the membrane is based on acceptor-doped BaZrO 3 , which takes up protons from steam and exhibits high proton (H + ) and minor oxide ion (O 2-) conductivity at elevated temperatures (9) . Applications of protonic conductivity have shown promising results (10) (11) (12) , but, as shown here, the co-ionic transport property of the material-more specifically, the conduction SCIENCE sciencemag.org (Fig. 1B) . A Cu-based anode was applied on the electrolyte film facing the catalyst; it activates the electrochemical oxidation of H 2 into protons while preventing secondary conversion of hydrocarbons into coke, as typically reported for Ni-or Pt-based electrodes (13) . As the current density was increased, both hydrogen extraction and oxygen injection increased proportionally, so that the amount of O 2 injected was~0.3% that of extracted H 2 (Fig. 1C) . Figure 2 shows the results of MDA experiments, comparing our CMR with a fixed-bed reactor (FBR) under otherwise similar conditions using 6Mo/MCM-22 as a catalyst. The catalyst behavior in the FBR is fully representative of the state of the art at standard MDA conditions: The aromatics yield initially increased during the induction period, reached a maximum of~10%, and rapidly fell as the reaction progressed. In contrast, by applying an electrical current to the CMR ("on" mode), the aromatics yield continued to increase beyond the induction period and attained a maximum of~12%, after which the catalyst activity started to decline ( Fig. 2A ). An almost-instant catalytic response (for conversion, see fig. S2 ) (14) to on-off switching, as well as to changes in the intensity of the imposed electrical current, allowed us to accurately tune the catalytic performance of our CMR system. Interestingly, the yield enhancement observed upon current application occurred while maintaining the characteristic high selectivity to aromatics [particularly to benzene, >85% on a coke-free basis ( Fig. 2B) ] of the shape-selective 6Mo/MCM-22 catalyst. However, CMR operation produced some CO, albeit in relatively low selectivity (see below). The most notable result in Fig. 2A is the improved stability of the catalyst in the CMR, with an average decay rate about one order of magnitude lower than that observed in the conventional FBR. Although the aromatics yield decreased to~1.5% in the FBR after 45 hours of reaction, it remained as high as~9% in the CMR, translating into a twofold increase in the cumulative yield (Fig. 2C) . The high stability exhibited by the catalyst in the CMR arose from a decreased tendency to form coke, which became more evident at longer reaction times (Fig. 2C) .
Thermodynamic calculations predict that in situ H 2 extraction increases CH 4 conversion and shifts selectivity toward heavier aromatics (and, ultimately, coke) at the cost of benzene and C 2 hydrocarbons ( fig. S3 ) (14) , as experimentally demonstrated with H 2 permselective membranes (15, 16) . Although thermodynamics thus accounts for the increase in CH 4 conversion, the high benzene selectivity and improved catalyst stability during the galvanic operation in our CMR cannot be anticipated by considering merely those effects related to H 2 extraction. The BZCY72 membrane enables the concomitant transport of oxide ions toward the reaction medium, where they rapidly oxidize the produced H 2 to steam at the electrode (17) . Thus, we investigated the isolated effect of steam on the performance of the 6Mo/MCM-22 catalyst in the FBR by cofeeding 0.25 to 0.9 mole % steam together with CH 4 , corresponding to steam concentrations within the range achieved by the O 2 injection in our CMR. Whereas the observed decrease in both conversion and aromatics selectivity ( fig. S4 ) (14) is thermodynamically consistent (18) , postreaction characterization of the spent catalysts by thermogravimetry and temperatureprogrammed oxidation analyses showed that the improved stability achieved in the CMR could be ascribed to the inhibition of coke formation by the in situ-generated steam ( fig. S5) (14) . The steam-promoted coke suppression during MDA has also been reported for oxygen-permeable membrane reactors (19) and probably occurs by a mechanism that involves scavenging of reactive carbon from the catalyst surface via steam reforming (20) , which accounts for the observed formation of CO (Fig. 2B) . The superior stability achieved in our CMR compared with the FBR experiment with an equivalent steam concentration (0.25 mole %) indicates that the controlled and distributed oxygen injection is more effective in improving the catalyst stability than the external addition of steam.
Additionally, the x-ray absorption near-edge structure analysis at the Mo K-edge and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy Mo 3d spectral signals ( fig. S5) (14) did not reveal appreciable changes in Mo speciation during CMR operation, with respect to the FBR fed with pure CH 4 . Conversely, a higher average Mo oxidation state is inferred for the catalyst used in the FBR experiment cofed with 0.9 mole % steam, which might imply a certain loss of active molybdenum carbide species by reoxidation (20) . The crystalline structure of the zeolite host remained almost intact upon contact with the in situ-generated steam under MDA conditions ( fig. S5) (14) . Thus, the distributed O 2 injection allowed by the BZCY72 membrane effectively suppressed coke production while preserving the structural integrity of the zeolite and active Mo-carbide sites.
In situ extraction of H 2 with the CMR should shift the equilibrium of aromatics formation, which would have major consequences for process industrialization. In Fig. 3A , the experimentally obtained yield of aromatics is plotted as a function of the magnitude of both H 2 extracted and equivalent O 2 injected. High H 2 extraction rates (>60%) with respect to the H 2 produced in the MDA reaction were achieved by using the electrochemical cell reactor. By increasing the magnitude of the imposed co-ionic current, the aromatic yield rose and surpassed the theoretical equilibrium yield (12.3%) at H 2 extraction rates exceeding 50%. As expected from the coke-suppression mechanism operating in the CMR, CO formation was negligible when no current was imposed and rose parallel to the aromatics yield with increasing co-ionic currents (Fig. 3A) . These results show that the galvanic current drove the transport of atomic oxide ions. This oxide ion supplies reduced coke production and decreased the catalyst degradation rate by a factor of 6 with respect to the FBR, even at low extraction rates (18%), and then continued to decrease smoothly at higher currents (Fig. 3B) .
To assess the practical implications of the described CMR, we performed process simulations using Aspen tools (21) . Figure 4A schematizes a complete gas-to-liquid process based on our MDA reactor architecture and includes recycling of the reactant CH 4 stream. In this process, the critical parameter for maximizing the per-pass conversion is the H 2 concentration in the recycle loop. By including a methanation stage, CO and H 2 are converted to CH 4 and steam, generating a typical H 2 concentration of 5% at the reactor inlet ( fig.  S7) (14) . Experimental CMR results under recycle operating conditions (5% H 2 cofeed) resulted in aromatics yields of about 6.5%, with near-zero degradation rates (Fig. 4B) . In Fig. 4C , the process performance metrics for different extraction rates (50 to 80%) are compared with (i) a plant based on a conventional MDA reactor, implementing downstream gas fractioning with polymeric membranes (FBR-PolyM) (22) , and (ii) a plant based on a CMR with Pd membranes (Pd-CMR) (4). Carbon efficiency is superior for our CMR system, improving steeply with increasing extraction rates. At rates exceeding 80%, the carbon efficiency is similar to that exhibited by large and optimized Fischer-Tropsch (FT) plants (23). The difference between both processes relies on plant size and complexity. Although the traditional FT process requires multiple steps, including syngas production, the MDA co-ionic CMR produces aromatics directly. This feature allows for modularity and flexibility to adapt to the size of the natural gas field, in contrast to FT plants that become uneconomic at small to medium scales (1 to 10 metric tons hour -1 ). Norman J. Salmon, 3 David A. Shapiro, 6 Martin Z. Bazant, 1, 5, 7, 8 Tolek Tyliszczak, 6 William C. Chueh 1,2 †
The kinetics and uniformity of ion insertion reactions at the solid-liquid interface govern the rate capability and lifetime, respectively, of electrochemical devices such as Li-ion batteries. Using an operando x-ray microscopy platform that maps the dynamics of the Li composition and insertion rate in Li x FePO 4 , we found that nanoscale spatial variations in rate and in composition control the lithiation pathway at the subparticle length scale. Specifically, spatial variations in the insertion rate constant lead to the formation of nonuniform domains, and the composition dependence of the rate constant amplifies nonuniformities during delithiation but suppresses them during lithiation, and moreover stabilizes the solid solution during lithiation. This coupling of lithium composition and surface reaction rates controls the kinetics and uniformity during electrochemical ion insertion.
T he insertion of a guest ion into the host crystal is the fundamental reaction underpinning insertion electrochemistry and has been applied to store energy (1), tune catalysts (2), and switch optoelectronic properties (3). In Li-ion batteries, for example, Li ions from the liquid electrolyte insert into solid host particles in the electrode. Nanoscale intraparticle electrochemical inhomogeneities in phase and in composition are responsible for mechanical strain and fracture, which decrease the reversibility of the reaction (4). Moreover, these nonuniformities make it difficult to correlate current-voltage measurements to microscopic ion insertion mechanisms. Simultaneously quantifying nonuniform nanoscale reaction kinetics and the underlying material composition at the solid-liquid interface holds the key to improving device performance.
A model material for investigating ion insertion reactions is Li x FePO 4 (0 < x < 1), which separates into two phases at equilibrium (5) . Recent studies using in situ x-ray diffraction revealed a continuous distribution of lattice constants at high rates of (de)lithiation (6) (7) (8) (9) . This finding supports the hypothesis that phase separation is suppressed during (de)lithiation and is replaced by a solid-solution crystallographic insertion pathway (10), consistent with theoretical predictions (11, 12) . Precise quantification of the Li composition (x) is difficult because the change in lattice constant convolves information from both Li composition and mechanical strain (8) . Whereas heterogeneous current distributions between particles have been studied (7, 13, 14) , there exists little understanding of how compositional nonuniformities evolve within individual particles. Diffuse interfaces have been proposed from diffraction patterns (7), but it is unclear where they occur or how they develop over time. Even less understood is the effect of interfacial reactivity on the single-particle lithiation pathway, which has been explored using models (11, 15) but has not been probed experimentally.
In Li x FePO 4 , an insertion reaction changes x as well as the valence of Fe (13) . Thus, tracking the spatial and temporal evolution of the Fe oxidation state reveals both the composition and the nanoscale insertion rate. Scanning electrochemical microscopy provides quantitative currentvoltage measurement but is insensitive to the Li composition (16) . Redox-sensitive liquid microscopy techniques such as transmission hard x-ray microscopy (17) (18) (19) , fluorescence soft x-ray microscopy (20) , and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (21) have been used to track Li transport with single-particle sensitivity (7, 20, 21) , or within agglomerates (17, 19) in insertion electrodes. However, tracking the spatial evolution of lithiation within the same particles under multiple electrochemical conditions in liquid has not been realized because of insufficient spatial and temporal resolution, beam-induced damage, and/or low absorption contrast. Additionally, although three-dimensional x-ray microscopies have revealed important insights on the morphology, strain, and dislocation of single particles (22) (23) (24) , quantitative measurement of the local insertion rate remains elusive.
We developed synchrotron-based liquid scanning transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM) to probe the spatiotemporal evolution of the Li composition and insertion rate within primary particles (Fig. 1A) . Using a microfluidic electrochemical cell, we imaged the Li composition of 30 single-crystalline, carbon-coated Li x FePO 4 particles (Fig. 1, B and C) as they delithiated (charged) and lithiated (discharged) in an organic liquid electrolyte. This platelet particle morphology has been used in fundamental studies of Li x FePO 4 (20, (25) (26) (27) figs. S1 to S3) with a 50-nm x-ray probe, we acquired the nanoscale x-ray absorption spectra at the Fe L 3 edge (Fig. 1D) , from which the local Li composition (x) can be quantified (13) . Spectral analysis confirmed that the composition of solidsolution and phase-separating Li x FePO 4 could
